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Relationships" and learn about. Convert Cups to Quarts and
Cups in this educational math matching game. Gallon Bot is a
graphical creation that allows students to better visualize the

units of capacity measurement. Gallon Bot has a gallonsized body and four quart-sized. Mathnook offers cool online
measurement games for TEENs. TEENren learn
measurement while playing fun, free online math games.
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.
Convert Inches to Feet and Inches in this educational math
matching game. Use this Gallon Man template to teach
students about liquid measurements. The customary units of
capacity. Gallons, quarts, pints, and cups. mashmath.com.
Time & Measurement Resources Printables, Activities, and
Center Games. In the Time and Measurement File Cabinet
folder, you'll find a variety of engaging activities. Teach Liquid
Measurement: Gallon Man Template and Lesson Subjects.
Arts & Humanities--Visual Arts; Mathematics--Measurement;
Grade. K-2; 3-5; Brief Description.
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